Abstract-This paper deals with advanced plane properties in analyzed point clouds. Planes are detected by the level connected component labeling, which is our modification of the classical algorithm for 3D data. According selected detection parameters and a scanning dimension the algorithm detects individual levels in an input point cloud. A level is presented by an image expressing the points' presence at a specific level in a space, we call it level image. The pixel size in a level image is equal to the point cloud distance quantization. This connection allows us to use image processing methods to get important properties about the analyzed 3D space, which can be difficult to get by the standard mathematical solution. Image processing methods offers a simple plane segmentation and visualization or area and perimeter estimation including statistical data description. The results show level image advantages.
I. INTRODUCTION
A point cloud is a group of points placed in a specific coordinate system. Instead of common points' origin there is no relation between individual points without future processing. Nowadays measurement systems provide detailed and precise point clouds with big amount of measurement points with high memory consumption. Mobile robots are usually composed from small embedded devices. If they are using a 3D map for the navigation, this map has to be simplified to meet robots' memory space. Likewise, when we are processing measurement data, usually individual points losing its meaning. More important is an object or a structure composed from these points.
There are several methods for plane detection. The wellknown state-of-art algorithm uses the RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) approach based on fitting a desired model. For example, in [1] authors show the successful implementation on data measured by the Microsoft Kinect with combination of Point Cloud Library functions. Different research [2] deals with comparison the RANSAC against the Hough Transformation (HT) for the plane detection. Both implementations are compared in real-time application on a robot. The HT overcomes RANSAC in its stability and the number of false detection. The real-time plane detection for the Augmented Reality in unknown environments uses a modified RANSAC [3] . Authors proposing to use the constrained sampling strategy for planes searching. When multiple planes are detected also specific plane properties are used for the score function to get the best match. These modifications also significantly improve the processing time.
The next approach presented in [4] uses Depth-driven Plane Detection (DPD) algorithm based on a region grooving. Close to this is the most recent research [5] presents a complex system for the plane detection and classification. Planes are segmented by the DBSCAN method which respects also curvatures to provide fine segmentation.
The paper [6] describes algorithm for the ground plane detection from depth maps captured by a stereo camera. A camera is moving and the system deals with elimination of the camera's roll angle for the correct plane segmentation. Another research in [7] deals also with the ground plane extraction which enables objects detection present in an analyzed scene.
In our last research [8] we introduced the color extraction method from measurement frames for rotary optical rangefinders including a color point cloud construction. The color information it is used mainly as the point cloud presentation and visualization, but when a large color point cloud with many points is analyzed, it is easier to identify its individual parts, and a whole scanned space looks well arranged.
In the next papers [9] and [10] we described a method for point cloud plane visualization by using the level image. The level image is a tool for expressing the points' presence in specific point cloud levels via an image. Individual points' positions are quantized by the quantization parameter into image pixels. The result is a point cloud level described by less points. Moreover, the level image physical origin is known which makes possible to determine each pixels' position in a space. With known detection parameters this allows to segment planes in a space and their visualization. In this paper we would like to present methods for the advanced plane properties as the area and the perimeter estimation by using the level image that connects the point cloud data with possibility of using image processing methods. This offers to easily observe important space properties even for complex plane shapes that needs difficult mathematical solution.
II. LEVEL CONNECTED COMPONENT LABELING
The classical connected component labeling algorithm using only one level. It searches individual element in a binary image and returns their indexes and the elements count. Our aim is to analyze individual point cloud levels and their statistical parameters. Fig. 1 shows an example of analyzed room point cloud. For this purpose, we developed the new level connected component labeling algorithm (LCCL) for 3D data. It is based on the progressive searching of individual levels in selected scanning dimension and its marking by indexes in the similar way as the classical component labeling. In our last research [9] and [10] the algorithm was mentioned and in this paper we are describing its general form for using with any input 3D data. The pseudo code of describing algorithm gives Fig. 2 . The statistical structure is optional parameter, but useful for a future processing. Analyzed data are marked as the input matrix . The process begins by setting the minimal and the maximal input data range in scanning dimension . For example, in case of image the analyzed data represent the pixel intensity. There are two important parameters and denoting the maximal deviation from a level value and the multiplication expressing the new level searching range respectively. The algorithm uses two values in each step to express the range of a searching, down threshold and up threshold . For the first step the value is set as the minimal value of the scanning dimension is ). The value is in each step set by the equation
The algorithm then searching individual levels according the till it reaches the maximal value . The data range for analyzed level is expressed as (2) .
In each step is estimated the level range histogram and the maximal points' concentration in the scanning dimension is selected as the detected level (1) and (3). The two dots show the difference between the level estimation by the data range mean (the orange dot) and the histogram (the red dot). In our previous research [9] and [10] we used the mean level estimation which provides inaccurate results in comparison with the histogram method for example in situation of Fig. 3 . Data range is selected by using standard deviation and the estimated level value in range
. After a level estimation in n-th step a new minimum for next step defined as ,
and a value is again set according equation (1) . By combination of equations (1), (2) and (3) we achieve all levels distribution of input data according its concentration in analyzed dimension . In Fix. 4 is shown one level estimation. The given data range (2) determines the one level. From these data we can construct the image, see Fig. 5 . We call it image level. An image level gives information about data distribution in a detected level. More information about the level image and its construction is described in our previous work [9] and [10] . Its idea is based on the distance quantization by the parameter . The is detection angle, the value denotes level points, is the nonzero image level pixels' count and shows the estimated level standard deviation in the scanning dimension .
To get compact areas in a level image it is necessary to apply morphological operations on image. Individual levels may consist from several discontinuous areas. Each level image element describes a separated plane. For their analysis it is possible to use a group of connected component algorithms as we are using for color point cloud visualization in [10] . Each level image pixel determines exact position in a space as .
Point position is defined by the level image space origin , the pixel position and the parameter . This information allows to determine exact a level image pixel position in a space. For example, we can utilize it for plane visualization as in [10] .
To introduce our algorithm we used only dimension. For all planes detection is necessary to use left dimension too or use point cloud rotation as we introduce in [9] . When the rotation is used all planes will be detected even without priory information about input point cloud orientation. But this approach is time consuming. The one LCCL scanning for used point cloud takes almost 100 ms in Matlab on Intel i5-2410M. The processing time increases linearly by increasing angle combinations. We advise to use this algorithm only for defined angles or dimensions, which requires only several algorithm steps. Presented level connected component labeling algorithm has wide using range from image analysis to large scale space data.
III. AREA AND PERIMETER CALCULATION
This paper mainly focuses on the plane area and the perimeter estimation by using the level image. Planes can be detected by any state-of-art algorithm or by the LCCL. From a plane points it is necessary to create the level image by using the distance quantization parameter , thus we have information about each pixel area. The pixel size is equal to 1 . The analyzed plane shape can be irregular and the area or the perimeter estimation can lead to significantly difficult mathematical solution. We can use advantage from the known pixel size and use image processing methods for their determination.
The plane area calculation by using the level image, where each pixel express points' presence in an analyzed point cloud is defined as an area of all pixels ,
where is count of nonzero element pixels in a level image.
The perimeter determination is not possible to get simply by a count multiplication as the area. To express the element's perimeter, we are using its borders , where denotes the level image. Borders we get by the element with the applied erosion and binary subtraction from the original element . It is necessary further borders analysis for the precise perimeter estimation. Simple border pixels count multiplication with one pixel's size gives inaccurate result. The main requirement for the perimeter is to find its precise path, which describes an analyzed element in a level image. All mentioned problems solve the modified connected component algorithm for the borders' position determination with history of searching connected pixels. The algorithm used different mechanism of searching connected border pixels, see Fig. 6 . During the perimeter estimation, the direction of pixels' searching path is also analyzed. Direction values are in a range according connected pixel positions. Individual numbers are equal with Fig. 6 . The direction analysis helps with the round perimeter detection and mainly with the optimal pixel length estimation in a searching path for the direct and the diagonal directions. For the direct pixel path there are numbers 1, 3, 5 and 7 and their length is . Numbers 2, 4, 6 and 8 are used for diagonal direction and their lenght is equal to one pixel's diagonal. For the simpler algorithm description and its implementation is created a set , which express directly the pixel length. The values of this set are binary zeros for the diagonal direction and binary ones for the direct path. The following Fig. 7 gives example of all possible direction during the perimeter pixels searching. The optimal perimeter is marked by the light red color. The number in corner is the border pixel order and bigger numbers are pixels' directions of their detection. For example, the pixel number 11 is detected in the diagonal direction, but in Fig. 7 is the detected direction as the direct path. The condition for this change is the value of the following neighbor pixel . The condition is defined as following
On positions where is equal to zeros and the following item is equal to one, then is one too, because both are in pair. The symbol sigma in (6), (9) , (10) and Fig. 8 means the mathematical selection from a set meet the written condition.
For illustration we set the parameter m. If we do not differentiate perimeter directions and we calculate a perimeter only by pixels count multiplication by the length the resulting perimeter is 0.95 m. If we include diagonal directions the result is 1.0536 m. The difference between both values is 10 %, which pose significant error for only 19 pixels.
For the round border detection, the score function is used. According the perimeter directions are added and subtracted score points in individual axes and . The scoring function , where is count of elements in , begins with zero values in both coordinates on position of the first found border pixel in Fig. 7 , the pixel number 1. Successively in the path direction are added score points in the axis, direction to right, and in the axis up direction. In opposite directions the points are subtracted. After filling all direction positions the score function is evaluated as (7) The element with round borders has to meet with condition .
The given condition (8) express, then an element can have round borders with the minimal pixel count of 3 and the score function values are in absolute value smaller or equal to one. The value one signalize a neighbor pixel with the origin pixel in the direct or the diagonal direction and signalize the round end.
In case the condition (8) is true, the level image perimeter is defined by the standard equation (9) . The count of the direct path in is multiplied by the pixel length and diagonal pixels' directions in are multiplied by the pixels' diagonal size, mathematically written as (9) In case when the condition (8) is false the values in are multiplied by two (10) This equation is valid for narrow elements consist from one line with 1 px width.
The direction of the first pixel in border is estimated as the last direction pixel. When the round condition (8) is true the direction of the first pixel is evaluated from direction of the connection with the last pixel. When (8) is false the connection of the second pixel to the first is evaluated. If the connection is direct the (1) is 1 and vice versa. The algorithm pseudo code for the perimeter estimation is summarized in Fig. 8 .
The stated function in Fig. 8 gives element borders. The function uses searching according Fig. 6 . When a nonzero pixel is found the algorithm searching its neighbors. If a neighbor pixel is found in the searched direction, the neighbor searching is stopped for the actual pixel and the algorithm continues in searching a neighbor for a new found pixel in the same way. An element border searching ends when there are no other connected neighbor pixels. More details about this function are written in our last paper [10] . the plane perimeter, is the plane points standard deviation and in the last column is the scanning dimension . The next detected planes visualization of a corridor is depicted in Fig. 10 . Detail parameters about marked planes are written in Tab. 3. Another color point cloud of a room shows Fig. 11 and its planes are visualized in Fig. 12 . Detected plane parameters summarizing Tab. 4. The last point cloud proves the algorithm ability to detect objects like cupboards, tables and doors. There are wide possibilities to set parameters for detecting required objects. By increasing individual parameter values we are losing details and vice versa. The parameter is also important to express a point cloud density. When the points' density is significantly smaller than parameter these points will be expressed as single pixels in a level image and the application of a morphologic operation can suppress these points.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented advanced methods how to estimate the point clouds' perimeter and the area by using the level image. The analyzed plane shape can be irregular and the standard mathematical solution to estimate these parameters can be incommensurably complicated. The level image offers the connection with image processing methods for solving these tasks. Moreover, it allows to determine other important advanced statistical plane parameters including a plane visualization. The presented practical results show advantages of the image processing methods connection with the real measurement data for future processing. We also introduce the level connected component labeling algorithm for 3D data analysis in general form. This algorithm has the wide using range not only for point clouds.
